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Overview
This white paper presents how to prepare for and recover your Bacula installation
in a disaster situation. It will also present different strategies to limit the downtime
of your backup service after a major outage. As you will see, Bacula has several
different ways to do High Availability, some of them are easy to implement but not
fully automatic, others are more complex,but can reduce the downtime to a couple
of seconds.
Please note that doing a full disaster recovery plan is something quite complicated.
It must be tailored to exact requirements of each site, and thus can only be created
by working closely with the decision makers and operational personnel of that data
center. As a consequence, this paper will not provide a specific disaster recovery
plan, but will present most of the elements involved in coming up with such a plan.
We specifically do not cover certain critical areas which are mostly “hardware” related such as power, A/C, flood prevention, multiple power sources, UPSes, telecommunications links, multiple telecommunications links, and preventing single point
of failure.

Scope
This paper will present solutions for Bacula Enterprise Edition 4 and later. High
Availability solutions are described for GNU/Linux Redhat systems, database High
Availability solutions are described for PostgreSQL.

1

Disaster Recovery

1.1

Preproduction Critical Items

When disaster strikes, you must have a plan, and you must have prepared in advance
otherwise the work of recovering your system and your files will be considerably
greater. For example, if you have not previously saved the partitioning information
for your hard disk, how can you properly rebuild it if the disk must be replaced?
◾ Ensure that you always have a valid bootstrap file for your backup and your
Catalog backup and that it is saved to an alternate machine. This will permit
you to easily do a full restore of your system.
◾ Ensure that your Catalog is saved everyday. You can also add Bacula binaries
and configuration files to the BackupCatalog default FileSet.
◾ If possible copy your catalog nightly to an alternate machine. If you have a
valid bootstrap file, this is not necessary, but can be very useful if you do not
want to reload everything.
◾ Make a copy of your Bacula .conf files, particularly your bacula-dir.conf, and
your bacula-sd.conf files, because if your server goes down, these files will
be needed to get it back up and running, and they can be difficult to rebuild
from memory. Using a source version control system such as git or svn with a
remote repository on your configuration and scripts directories can help you to
track configuration changes and do remote backup after each modifications.
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◾ Do tests using the Rescue USB or CDROM before you are forced to use it in
an emergency situation.
◾ Ensure that you have captured the disk partitioning layout on all servers to
be protected. The Bacula Systems USB key for Linux and for Windows
automates this process.

1.2

Storage Considerations

If the building which houses your computers burns down or is otherwise destroyed,
do you have off-site backup data? Having off-site storage is rather easy with tapes,
you can store them in a vault or in a bank safety deposit box at regular interval,
with big disk array it’s not so easy, you should handle them with care and you
can’t move them easily. You can cross your backups between sites if you have more
than one data-center, or use long distance replication over some Storage Cloud
provider. Depending on the amount of data, the long distance replication could be
rather expensive. Incremental forever techniques can help you to reduce network
bandwidth, but you should also think about how fast all your data can be restored.
Some Cloud Storage providers let you access to their data center in emergency case,
and fill your hard drives directly to the source.
Datacenter 1

Datacenter 2
Bacula Enterprise Edition

Bacula Enterprise Edition

Bacula Enterprise Edition
Bacula Enterprise Edition

Bacula Enterprise Edition
Bacula Enterprise Edition

>_

>_

Figure 1: Cross backup with multiple data center

Datacenter 1

>_

Oﬀsite vault

Figure 2: Using Storage Cloud provider
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Sometimes, to make profitable a big investment on expensive disk array infrastructure, users would like to store their Bacula volumes on the same hardware.
Because everything is redundant, with multiple FC switches, multiple links, spare
disks,. . . You may think that your data is safe, but if something goes wrong with
your new hardware, Murphy’s law may mean that you will lose your production data
AND your backups at the same time.

1.3

Mirroring Data Between Data Centers

Recovering the backup system without the backup system fully functional is a tricky
job. Mirroring your Bacula backup servers between your data centers can avoid lot
of stress in critical situations. As you will see in the next chapter, running the
Director and the Catalog in cluster mode with configuration, binaries and database
replication is a powerful way to minimize downtime of your Bacula backup service.
If you decide to mirror also your Bacula Storage Daemons, you should decide how
your volumes will be available on both hosts. When dealing with large amount
of data, mirroring it can double the cost of your solution. . . If you decide to make
your storage area available for both nodes, it should be coherent with your disaster
protection plan. For example, if the building hosting the storage device (tapes or
disks) and the primary Storage Daemon burns, your second Storage Daemon won’t
be very useful. In this case, you will be protected only for a Storage Daemon server
hardware failure.
In this situation, you can decide to mirror only critical Pools.

2

High Availability with Bacula

Figure 3: Bacula Components

2.1

How to choose the solution that fits your needs
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Max. downtime

Solution

Notes

< 5 mins

High Availability cluster and
database block level replication

Need to be experienced
with clustering technologies
such as HACMP, HeartBeat/Pacemaker, etc.

< 1-3 hours

Spare
hardware
database replication

and

Need a clear procedure to restore Bacula and use PostgreSQL internal replication.

< 12 hours

Spare
hardware
database restore

and

Need a clear procedure to
restore Bacula and you can
restore PostgreSQL catalog
from the last backup.

If you loose your Catalog server, all records about jobs that ran after your previous
Catalog backup will be lost. Keeping trace of emails and Bootstrap files is sufficient
to restore files, but it’s not very convenient. To avoid this problem, you can use the
PostgreSQL Continuous Archiving option and do binary Catalog backups instead of
the default SQL dump procedure. See http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.0/
static/continuous-archiving.html for more information.

2.2

High Availability Clustering Solution

This solution provides a high end solution for Bacula, if you are not experienced
with these technologies, it can represent important training costs. Your needs should
drive your decisions.
Using spare hardware, Bacula can be integrated with standard OpenSource Linux
clustering solutions such as Heartbeat or Pacemaker from http://www.linuxha.org
In the event of a failure, resource managers like Pacemaker or Heartbeat will
automatically initiate recovery and make sure your application is available from
one of the remaining machines in the cluster. Pacemaker is the new version of
Heartbeat, it now permits handling very complex cluster setups. With Bacula, this
level of complexity is not needed so we advise you to run in a simple Primary/Slave
situation, the rest of the document will refer to Heartbeat as the resource manager.
The data replication of the PostgreSQL server can be done with DRBD (Data
Block Device Replication) tools from LINBIT. (http://linbit.com)
2.2.1

Proposed Architecture

A large site will need to run multiple Storage Daemons per Director (SD1 and SD2
in the schema), and you will probably need a dedicated PostgreSQL Catalog server
per Director (SGBD on the schema).
All servers should have :
◾ RAID hardware with WriteBack capabilities
◾ Multiple Ethernet links aggregated with failover detection using bonding kernel module, these links should be connected to different and independent
network equipment
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Figure 4: Using Bacula in a multiple data center environment
◾ Hot plug and redundant power supply.
In this architecture, each server that is used for your Bacula installation should be
protected by second one located in the other data center. Each couple of cluster
nodes should have a dedicated direct Ethernet fiber optic link and may implement
a STONITH mechanism. If your Storage Daemons has a single point of failure
(because your disks are not mirrored between data centers for example, or you have
an Autochanger directly connected), you won’t necessarily need to protect them at
the same level, and some spare hardware should be sufficient.
2.2.2

Cluster Resources

The role of a resource agent is to abstract the service it provides and present a
consistent view to the cluster, which allows the cluster to be agnostic about the
resources it manages. The cluster doesn’t need to understand how the resource
works because it relies on the resource agent to do the right thing when given a
start, stop or monitor command.
Typically resource agents come in the form of shell scripts, however they can be
written using any technology (such as C, Python or Perl) that the author is comfortable with. With Bacula, the following default resources will be used in the resource
manager tool:
◾ Virtual IP Addresses
◾ Bacula Director service
◾ Bacula Storage services
◾ Backup storage filesystems
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Figure 5: Pacemaker/Heartbeat service definition
◾ PostgreSQL catalog service
◾ PostgreSQL data and configuration filesystem
When using cluster techniques, a very common way to ensure that you can move or
restart a service elsewhere on your internal network without having to reconfigure all
your clients is to use virtual IP addresses for all your components. All Bacula components should have their own virtual IP address, the resource manager (Heartbeat)
will ensure that only one primary node is using it at atime on your network.
Since Bacula isn’t designed to reconnect automatically when a TCP connection
drops, running jobs will fail when a resource is moved from one location to another.
Make sure that Bacula is stopped before moving services between hosts.
2.2.3

Bacula Configuration Synchronization

In this solution, the resource manager (Heartbeat) will detect if a node or a service
has a failure and will restart it at the right place, but it won’t ensure that Bacula’s
configuration is synchronized between nodes. A simple and flexible way to do that
is to use rsync at regular intervals on the master node and automatically after a
reload command.
2.2.4

PostgreSQL Catalog

Protecting your SQL Catalog (PostgreSQL or MySQL) is a very large subject, there
are dozens of techniques that accomplish the job.
The PostgreSQL High Availability configuration is the most complex part of this
setup, to be able to restart the service on the second node after an outage, data
should be replicated between nodes. This replication can use high end hardware,
standard PostgreSQL replication or DRBD replication layer (RAID1 over the network, see http://linbit.com)
Clusters using HeartBeat, DRBD and PostgreSQL are very common in the OpenSource world, and it’s rather easy to find knowledge and resources about them.
Data Replication DRBD is OpenSource and has been in development for over
10 years and continues to undergo feature upgrades, it has been officially accepted
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Figure 6: DRBD architecture
into the Linux Kernel 2.6.33, it is simple, fast and flexible, it has transaction safe
technology; this means that DRBD is designed to replicate data in a reliable, secure
and safe method no matter how sensitive your payload is. DRBD has support
options: it may be installation assistance, 24/7 support or a single support incident,
LINBIT can help.
The performance cost of this block level replication is around 10/15% of the overall
disk throughput, but it has the major advantage to be very safe and simple during
standby/takeover operations, it’s almost impossible to loose your data with bad
sequence of commands. Streaming replication using PostgreSQL is faster, but
requires taking careful steps before reactivating the replication and being protected
again.
Since DRBD is well integrated with HeartBeat (LINBIT is now the official maintainer
of HeartBeat resource manager), once volumes are initialized and synchronized, the
HeartBeat should have the correct definition.

3

Standard Recovery Solution

As Bacula is able to backup and restore any Unix/Linux system files such as char
and block devices, hardlinks, symlinks,. . . It’s possible to use it directly to do system
recovery.

3.1

Preparing System Recovery

The safest way to restore a system, is to backup everything.
If you are using the Bare Metal Recovery kit, you will need to run the network and
disk analysis tool befoer doing the actual backup.
You will probably want to exclude non-system data from your backup perimeter such
as /home and use another one that will backup only these files with a more frequent
schedule policy. If you have many identical servers (same OS, same version), you
can consider to use Bacula Enterprise File Deduplication features.
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3.2

General GNU/Linux System Recovery

You will take the following steps to get your system back up and running:
1

Boot with your Rescue USB or CDROM on your new or repaired system

2

Start the Network (local network)

3

Re-partition your hard disk(s) as it was before

4

Re-format your partitions

5

Install or start the Bacula File daemon (static version)

6

Perform a Bacula restore of all your files

7

Re-install your boot loader

8

Reboot

For details on recovery, see the Bacula Enterprise documentation set.

3.3

GNU/Linux Bare Metal Recovery

Bacula Systems provides Linux Bare Metal recovery kit that can help you to recover
your servers very quickly. This tool is designed to collect and handle Network
configuration and disk layout for your systems in an automatic way after each
regular Full backup.
1

2
3

Boot with your Bare Metal Recovery USB or CDROM on your new or repaired
system
Start the Network (local network). Do not proceed until your network is up.
Re-partition and format your hard disk(s) as it was before using Bare Metal
Recovery tools

4

Perform a Bacula restore of all your files using Bare Metal Recovery tools

5

Re-install your boot loader

6

Reboot

3.4

Windows Bare Metal Recovery

Bacula Systems provides Windows Bare Metal recovery kit that can help you to
recover your servers very quickly. You can read more information about this tool in
the Bacula Systems BMR Whitepaper.

3.5

Bacula Configuration Recovery

When using Bacula Enterprise packages, everything needed to run and configure
Bacula is located under /opt/bacula. Installing basic dependencies such as PostgreSQL or MySQL client library (using Bacula Systems RPMs), and restoring this
directory on a new server means that you can start a new Bacula very quickly. This
technique can be used to restore your Director as explained in the section 3.6.
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3.6

Director Recovery

If your configuration and binaries are saved on an other backup server (such as a
Storage Daemon, or the Catalog server) as advised, You should be able to recover
your Director with the following actions:
◾ Adjust the new binary path in the bacula-ctl-dir startup script
◾ Comment all Job Schedule directives in bacula-dir.conf
◾ Affect the Director IP address to your temporary server
◾ Ensure that your temporary Director can connect to the Catalog
◾ Start the temporary Director Daemon
◾ Start the Bare Metal or Standard Recovery procedure on your Director
◾ Stop the temporary Director and un-configure the Director IP address
◾ Reboot to the fresh Director
◾ Test your Director by doing one backup and restore of files per Storage Daemon
If your Director and your Catalog are on the same host, you need to restore the
Catalog first or use a Bootstrap file.

3.7

Storage Daemon Recovery

Since this white paper is designed for multiple Storage Daemons environment, we
advise you to cross Storage Daemon backups. In this case, this is very easy to
restore the system using Bare Metal or General Recovery procedure and restore all
needed configurations and binaries.

3.8
3.8.1

Catalog Recovery
Using Warm Standby or Log Shipping

NTT has developed a shared-nothing replication system for PostgreSQL implemented with transaction log shipping. The goal is to minimize the system downtime
and the impact for update performance. Failover can be done within 15 seconds
and the overhead is at worst 7% on heavily updated workloads in the current implementation.
Using this technology, you are able to always have a valid copy of your Catalog
across the network. If something goes wrong with your Catalog server, you just
have to activate the PostgreSQL master mode on the backup node, change the
virtual IP address and restart the Director.
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Figure 7: PostgreSQL catalog hot-standby
3.8.2

Using Catalog backup

If you have backed up your database nightly (as you should) and you have made
a bootstrap file, you can rapidly restore your database (or the ASCII SQL output).
Make a copy of your current database, re-initialize it, then you should be able to
run Bacula. If you now try to use the restore command, it will not work because the
database will be empty. Once the database is restored, you can start the database
import process. When restoring from the ASCII SQL file, depending of the Catalog
size, it can take several hours to complete. Restoration can be done much faster if
you use binary backups of the Catalog.
Note that it’s also possible to recover your Catalog backup with the backup Job
output, or by scanning volumes. All these procedures are completely described in
the Bacula Enterprise documentation set.
The diagram below illustrates the straightforward approach of Bacula
Enterprise, and how it fits seamlessly into the most complex IT
environments:

text console

Storage Daemon

graphic console

SQL Catalog

Data compression
Deduplication

Management
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The following diagram offers an overview of Bacula Enterprise’s
exceptionally wide feature range, compared to other backup and recovery
vendors:
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Your IT Environment – Today and Tomorrow
The IT environment of many organizations today continues to get more complex as
data is moved between on-premise, Cloud, virtual machines, containers and more.
Not only must these organizations support multiple environments, but they are
also seeing tremendous growth in the volume of data that they need to regularly
manage. This introduces new backup and restore challenges for them to meet
security compliance requirements, RTO’s, RPO’s and ever-tightening budgets.
As CIOs grapple with this, they usually discover that the traditional vendors they
have been working with — who may have been fine in supporting IT as it used to
be - are not architected to be able to cope with their wide variety of systems in an
effective way. This usually becomes untenable when a new environment is brought
to bear and suddenly the customer is told that there needs to be custom work or
high contracting costs, or that it will not be supported until six to twelve months
from now. This trigger often induces people to take a look at something they tend
to not want to think about, which is backup and restore.
Bacula is a different type of company. We built our company with a modern, modular architecture that was designed using open principles for this new world of innovation, flexibility and agility. We also recognize that we felt the whole mind-set of the
backup industry which was built around data volume, was going to be untenable
in a world where data volumes are out of control. Our approach allows companies to support more environments much faster than they ever have before, with
a lower-cost, fairer licensing model that is built around environments rather than
volume. A model based on volume is a model that no longer works. Bacula’s new
model creates a more positive, constructive relationship between the backup vendor
and the company – a relationship that is more suited for today’s and tomorrow’s
world. Have your Linux specialist, Systems Administrator or Infrastructure Architect
download the Bacula Systems Trial here: https://www.baculasystems.com/try/
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For More Information
For more information on Bacula Enterprise Edition, or any part of the broad Bacula
Systems services portfolio, visit www.baculasystems.com.

Rev ∶ 299 V. 1.1
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